November 4, 2017 Gala
Season Kick-off and Reservation Lottery at
Seattle REI
Doors open at 1 pm, with the first drawing of lottery tickets at 2 pm.

Due to high demand for winter reservations, we use a fundraiser lottery system: people make donations and receive tickets that are drawn at random to determine the order in which reservations are made. All winter weekend reservations (December 2017 to March 2018) will be booked at Gala and thus, require attendance. Lottery tickets will be drawn in groups of 12. The number of times the same name can be called in a single drawing of 12 tickets is limited to one.

All Forms of Payment Methods Accepted: electronic payments (debit/credit) will be strongly preferred for reservations; lottery tickets can be purchased with cash/checks/electronic payment.

Online reservations will open a few days after Gala; many mid-week dates will be available for reservation through our online system after Gala.

We would like to extend our thanks to REI for their continued support and for giving us complimentary use of the upstairs meeting room at the Seattle REI store.